March 25, 2015
Dear friends, associates, helpers, etc.:
Posted here, finally, is the “freedom petition” you’ve heard about for months,
that I believe is going to set me free. But your help is requested to achieve that.
Courts are so inundated with such a crushing overload of petitions daily, that
most petitions get “assembly-lined” away in summary denials, even when, by law,
they shouldn’t. What I believe is necessary to help that to not happen in this case,
is for you to take just a little time to do the following for me, and for my freedom.
Call the court: Santa Clara County Superior Court at 408-808-6600 and ask to
speak to “Jennifer in the Law Clerk’s Office” (or other “law clerk” if that doesn’t get
you readily to her).
Let her know you are very interested in this case because of my freedom due so
many years ago, and so you’d like to find out about these few matters: (The petition
is short, so read or at least skim it first):
(1) (First give her the case number (#87874) and case name: In Re: Free Lazor,
On Habeas Corpus). It was filed on February 24, 2015.
(2) Please do not ask for any “special treatment” or even appear to be doing so.
All we seek is fairness, finally, for once, and that the court follow the established
law.
(3) Ask who the assigned judge is (by name), ask if they think he/she is a fair,
reasonable judge, etc. (use your own words).
(4) Ask when the case is “calendared” to be heard, i.e. to be decided.
(5) If there is an actual hearing (i.e. an evidentiary hearing or hearing to release
me) with me there in person, ask if you may attend. Ask how you can be informed
of that date, time, and department (courtroom).
(6) Is such a hearing with me brought there in person probable? When can they
tell you for sure?
I think even more important than these answers is the fact of their getting the
message that a lot of people are watching this case. [That may tend to keep them
from practicing the typical corruption and defiance of the law I’ve been put through
for 31 years]. Of course, don’t say that.
Respect their time. They are very busy people. Be congenial. Don’t make reference to my website. Don’t be too long-winded, yet not to curt, either.
Thank you so much for this effort, and realize it could make the difference if this
sends me home or not. Really. Be praying on it, too. Not a great number of people
have been selected to be directed by me to this site and this project. So your personal action and input is specially sought and valued by me, and specially appreciated.
faithfully, prayerfully,
Free

